NOTE:
FIELD CUT FIRST
AND LAST PANELS
TO EQUAL WIDTH.

CONSTRUCTION SEALANT
(NOT BY AEP-SPAN)

3/8" BEAD NON-SKINNING
BUTYL SEALANT

ENGINEERED FASTENER
(NOT BY AEP-SPAN)

4" (RG145)
5" (RG147)
6" (RG149)

REGLET TRIM

RAKE WALL TRIM
(RW212)

1/8" RIVETS @ 12" O.C.

3/8" BEAD NON-SKINNING
BUTYL SEALANT

RECEIVER TRIM
(PR138)

FIELD CUT AND
BEND PANEL UP 1"

SPECIFIED UNDERLayment
(NOT BY AEP-SPAN)

SUBSTRATE

PANCake HEAD
FASTENER

FASTENERS @ 12" O.C.

CONTINUOUS NON-SKINNING
BUTYL SEALANT.

ENGINEERED FASTENER
(NOT BY AEP-SPAN)

RAKE WALL TRIM

RECEIVER TRIM
(PR138)

1/8" RIVETS @ 12" O.C.

SPECIFIED UNDERLayment
(NOT BY AEP-SPAN)

REGLET TRIM